
        

Out of the Box Ideas 

For using NoveList’s unique metadata in your application 

 

Introduction 
Whether you’re designing a hold screen or a check-out receipt, NoveList’s recommendations enrich that experience by helping readers discover 
new books. A reader placing a book on hold is an indication they might be interested in other about what to read next. If they are checking out a 
book, they may want to see similar titles. Or, the reader might simply want to browse. A more engaging experience with more links back to the 
library’s catalog deepens readers engagement and patrons are less likely to leave the experience empty-handed. The goal is to help readers find 
their next book – wherever they are. 
 
However, providing high-quality recommendations can be a challenge. Instead of just offering a list of mysteries, how about offering the reader 
explore “historical mysteries set in Scotland”? This deeper level of exploration is made possible by NoveList’s highly structured and curated 
metadata. NoveList metadata includes details about books, authors, and series – most of which aren’t found anywhere else because we create 
and curate the data in-house.  
 
NoveList offers access to our data via two APIs: a javascript API (provides a predesigned layout of our data) and a RESTful API (offers the ability to 

design a custom display). This document is intended to provide our partners with ideas and inspiration for using the NoveList metadata in a 

custom designed application using the RESTful API. There is separate technical documentation for the API; this document is intended as product 

design inspiration.  

Want to use the NoveList metadata to enrich your ILS, checkout systems, mobile app, etc.? This document is a jumping off point to help you 
think about ways to use our data in your application.  
 
Keep in mind when working with the NoveList metadata that the brand name “NoveList” should appear at least once on each screen where 
NoveList content is delivered. Suggested language is “Powered by NoveList.” Also be sure to include usage logging callback functionality. More 
details on NoveList branding and usage logging can be found in the Technology Agreement. Please contact Molly Wyand at mwyand@ebsco.com 
if you haven’t received the agreement or if you have questions about these requirements.  
 
Please feel free to keep the dialogue open with us as we work together to design products to serve libraries and readers in new and exciting 
ways. Contact mwyand@ebsco.com for assistance and questions.  
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Idea #1: Provide more options when users are placing holds 
 
Libraries want readers to leave with an armful of books and long hold lists are always a frustration. With NoveList’s recommendations, you can 
easily add some “While You Wait” recommendations like the one pictured below. Consider putting this either on the search results page or the 
hold confirmation page. 

  



 

Idea #2: Liven up receipts with personalized recommendations 

 
If you generate user emails or email receipts, think about adding “Because you liked” recommendations to them. NoveList can provide either 
individual title-title recommendations or a multi-book recommendation based on a group of titles – both of which generate recommendations 
based on what the user is already interested in. You could consider adding these to onscreen receipts, email receipts, and printed receipts. Here 
are some examples:   
 

         
  



Idea #3: Provide readers with helpful indicators 
 
Knowing that a title is an award winner or has been made into a movie can someone’s interest and help a reader decide that they want to read a 
book. NoveList has data elements that can help you identify award winners. We also have data elements for starred reviews, books-to-movies, 
Lexile reading levels, Accelerated Reader levels, and more. You could consider adding these data elements to search results pages or title detail 
pages. 
 

      

 

  



Idea #4: Series information, correct and curated 
 
Series readers are passionate enthusiasts – they want to know the correct order of books in a series and they want to know what comes next. 
But accurate series data can be difficult to find. NoveList spends a lot of time curating series data and we can deliver that to you for inclusion in 
your application. Make your series readers happy! 
 
 
 

 

  



Idea #5: Offer multiple kinds of read-alike recommendations – based on title, series, OR author 
 

NoveList knows that readers have different preferences. Some of them like certain authors and want more like that author. Others finish a series 

and want to start another series that will give them a similar experience. That’s why we provide read-alike recommendations on multiple levels: 

based on the title, the series, OR the author. And we always give a REASON WHY we made the recommendation, so there’s no guessing. It also 

means that readers know that our recommendations are applied with authority.  

 

         

  



 [FUNCTIONALITY COMING SOON TO OUR RESTful API] 
 

Idea #6: Display browsable lists/carousels  
 
Readers love to browse! We are building access points into our REST API 
that will allow you to provide browseable lists based on: 

• Genre: we drill down past the usual broad categories (mystery, 
romance) into the subcategories that are specific to readers’ 
interests  (e.g., time travel romances, historical mysteries, and 
so on). 

• Appeal: This is a type of access point that is unique to NoveList and allows exploration of books by zeroing in on style or mood.  

• Recommended reads lists: these lists are built by NoveList and cover many different creative categories (ex: For Fans of Taylor Swift, 
Fans of The Handmaid’s Tale, and more) 

• Over 1,000 Award Lists 
Our lists/data can always be filtered by the customer’s collection. 
 

   
 
 

 


